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Understanding Proton Emission in Central Heavy-Ion Collisions
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Two-proton correlation functions for central collisions of36Ar 1 45Sc at EyA  80, 120, and
160 MeV are compared to calculations with the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) transport model.
Agreement is found atEyA  80 MeV, but the model predicts too large correlations atEyA 
120 and 160 MeV. The discrepancy may be due to delayed emission of protons from particle-unstable
states not modeled in BUU.
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Two-proton correlation functions provide a means f
viewing the space-time development of heavy-ion co
sions [1–3]. For energies below a few tens of MeV per n
cleon, where long-lived evaporative emission is expect
measured two-proton correlation functions were found
be consistent with compound-nucleus model predictio
[4,5]. At high energies, above 200 MeV per nucleon, n
clei should be vaporized and semiclassical cascades sh
provide a valid description. For collisions at intermed
ate energies, nuclei disintegrate by emitting a large nu
ber of light clusters and intermediate mass fragments.
this energy range represents the transition from liquidl
to gaslike behavior it may be the most interesting reg
to study, but it is also the most difficult region to mod
theoretically.

Semiclassical simulations based on the Boltzma
Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) model are thought to provid
a reasonable picture of the global dynamics of a collis
[6]. The model generates Pauli-blocking effects and me
fields by sampling many test particles, which effective
washes out fluctuations. BUU calculations were su
cessful in reproducing two-proton correlation functio
measured at energies below about 100 MeV per nucl
[4,7–10]. For central36Ar 1 45Sc collisions at 80 MeV
per nucleon, detailed dependences of the measu
two-proton correlation function on the total momentu
of the proton pair and on the orientation of the relati
momentum were remarkably well reproduced by BU
calculations [8]. Emerging discrepancies for periphe
collisions were attributed to an inadequate treatment of
nuclear surface [8], but not to a fundamental limitation
the BUU approach. Rather surprisingly, the model fail
to explain inclusive measurements for40Ar 1 197Au
collisions at 200 MeV per nucleon [10] where it shou
have been on firm theoretical ground. The experimen
correlation function at 200 MeV displayed little sensitivit
to the protons’ energy, while BUU calculations predict
the opposite [10]. Improved agreement was obtain
by using two-proton emission probabilities calculat
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with the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model
[10,11], but such calculations could not reproduce [10] the
correlation functions measured [9] at 60 MeV per nucleon
and, hence, did not resolve the problem. In addition, the
correlation function at 200 MeV displayed a filling of the
minimum at relative momentumq ø 0, not observed at
lower energies and not reproduced by theory.

In this Letter we report experimental results for cen-
tral collisions, key to studies of hot nuclear matter, at
EyA  80, 120, and 160 MeV. We chose a more sym-
metric system,36Ar 1 45Sc, to allow for improved impact-
parameter selection [12]. BUU calculations predict shorter
emission time scales and hence smaller apparent sourc
sizes as the beam energy is increased. These predictio
are not confirmed experimentally, and clear discrepancie
between theory and experiment are observed at the tw
higher energies. We argue that the failure of the mode
may be attributable to delayed emission from particle un-
bound states—a quantum effect not included in the BUU
theory.

The experiments were performed at the National Super
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State Uni-
versity (MSU). From the K1200 cyclotron, beams of
36Ar ions of 80, 120, and 160 MeV per nucleon energy
were focused on45Sc targets of area density 10, 40, and
40 mgycm2, respectively. Charged particles were detected
in 209 plasticDE-E phoswich detectors of the MSU4p

array [13], which covered angles between5± and 164±

in the laboratory frame. Particles stopped in the slowE
scintillators were identified by particle type and energy,
with calibration uncertainty of about 10%. One hexago-
nal module of the4p array, centered atulab  38±, was
replaced by a hodoscope [5,14] of 56DE-E telescopes
covering the angular range ofulab  30± 45± [8]. Each
telescope consisted of a 300 or400 mm silicon DE-E de-
tector backed by a 10 cm CsI(Tl)E detector and subtended
a solid angle ofDV ø 0.37 msr. The nearest-neighbor
spacing between telescopes wasDu  2.6±. The energy
resolution for each telescope was about 1% for 50 MeV
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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protons. Both two-proton coincidence and singles even
in the hodoscope were recorded in coincidence with da
from the4p array. An impact-parameter scale was esta
lished from the total transverse kinetic energy [8,15] me
sured in the4p array, and central collisions were selecte
by the cutbybmax # 0.3.

The solid points in Fig. 1 show the singles energy spe
tra of protons detected atkulabl  31± ; histograms show
BUU predictions. The BUU calculations overpredict th
low-energy proton yield, but they reproduce the approx
mate shape of the high-energy tail. The overprediction
proton yields at low energy has been observed before a
attributed to the model’s inability to treat the formation o
bound clusters [16]. Clusters should form preferential
in regions of phase space where the nucleon populat
density is high, hence more protons should be “lost”
bound clusters at lower than at higher proton energy.

Figure 2 shows experimental (points) and theoretic
(curves) correlation functions gated on total center-o
mass momentum,Pc.m.  jp1 1 p2j, of the detected
proton pairs. The experimental correlation function,1 1

Rsqd, was defined in terms of the two-proton coincidenc
yield, Y2sp1, p2d, and the proton singles yield,Y1spd:X

Y2sp1, p2d  Cf1 1 Rsqdg
X

Y1sp1dY1sp2d . (1)

FIG. 1. Laboratory frame proton energy spectra measured
ulab  31± for central (bybmax # 0.3) collisions of 36Ar 1
45Sc at EyA  80, 120, and 160 MeV (solid points) are
compared with the predictions of BUU (histograms). Relativ
normalization gives equal areas for measured and predic
spectra forEproton $ 50 MeV. The arrows indicate average
values of Elab

proton corresponding to low and high momentum
cuts used to analyze the correlation function in Fig. 2.
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Here, pi is the momentum of protoni, and q is the
(invariant) magnitude of the relative momentum four-
vector, nonrelativistically:q 

1
2 jp1 2 p2j. For a given

experimental gating condition, the sums on each sid
of Eq. (1) extend over all proton energies and detecto
combinations of the 56-element hodoscope correspondin
to eachq bin. The normalization constantC is defined
such thatkRsqdl  0 for 60 # q # 80 MeVyc.

At all three energies, the measured maximum of1 1

Rsqd at q ø 20 MeVyc is larger than for the Ar1 Au
reaction atEyA  200 MeV [10], and the minimum at
q ø 0 is clearly observed for both cuts onPc.m. [17]. The
dependence onPc.m. is pronounced atEyA  80 MeV
[8], but weak at EyA  160 MeV [18]. This latter
observation is consistent with the trend observed [10] in
the inclusive Ar1 Au data.

Theoretical two-proton correlation functions were cal-
culated with the Koonin-Pratt formula, which relates the
one-body phase space distribution (predicted by BUU
with the correlation function [1,3,4,7]. The BUU calcu-
lations (filtered for experimental acceptance and energ
thresholds) were performed with a stiff equation of state
(K  380 MeV) and in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross
sections set equal to their free values,sNN  s

free
NN . A

proton was considered emitted if it was located in a re
gion of local mass density less than the freeze-out den
sity rf  r0y8, where r0 is the density of normal nu-
clear density. These values ofK, sNN , andrf were used

FIG. 2. Two-proton correlation functions for central collisions
of 36Ar 1 45Sc at EyA  80 MeV (top), 120 MeV (middle),
and 160 MeV (bottom). The momentum cuts employed are
indicated in the figure.
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[4,7,8] in previous successful descriptions of correlat
functions measured atEyA , 100 MeV. The BUU cal-
culations reproduce the data atEyA  80 MeV [8], but
unexpectedly fail at the two higher energies.

The BUU predictions can be understood from t
proton-emission rates,dPydt, calculated for centra
36Ar 1 45Sc collisions; see Fig. 3. At 80 MeV pe
nucleon, the BUU calculations predict the existence
a long-lived residue [8], which cools by particle em
sion. In contrast, at the higher energies, a fast flash
nucleon emission is predicted, without residue. Wh
this drastically different scenario leaves no obvious sig
in the single-particle spectra shown in Fig. 1, it results
enhanced two-proton correlations—at variance with
data. The near degeneracy of low and high momen
correlation functions atEyA  160 MeV, also not re-
produced by the calculations, may indicate that low- a
high-energy protons are emitted on similar time sca
and that there is no evaporative cooling of the source.

We explored whether different BUU input paramete
would lead to better agreement with the data. Since s
sitivities to the stiffness of the equation of state are sm
[4,7], we performed calculations for different choices
freeze-out density (rf  r0y8, r0y16, and r0y32) and
for a density dependent [19] in-medium cross secti
sNN  s1 1 a ryr0d s

free
NN . The choice ofa  20.2

provided the best agreement with the balance energ
collective flow data [19]. We therefore performed c
culations fora  0, 20.2, 20.4. Changes in the corre
lation functions due to these parameter variations w
much smaller that the discrepancies between theory
experiment shown in Fig. 2. We thus conclude that
BUU model is inherently deficient in its description of th
emitted proton phase space distribution; proton emis
is slower (or from a larger source) than predicted.

The lack of fragment formation in the current BU
formalism may be responsible for its substantial overp

FIG. 3. Proton-emission rates predicted by BUU calculati
for central 36Ar 1 45Sc collisions at EyA  80, 120, and
160 MeV.
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diction of the correlation functions atEyA  120 and
160 MeV. At the energies under consideration, high-lying
particle-unstable states may play an important role in pro-
ton production by extending the time scalet over which
protons are emitted. Such delayed emissions are known
to exist [9,20], but their magnitude is unknown. We have
performed a schematic simulation of such effects by tak-
ing a fractionf of the protons predicted to be emitted by
BUU and delaying their emission for a timet, statistically
distributed according todPydt  e2tyt . We chose val-
ues oft between 40 to 240 fmyc, corresponding to reso-
nances of widths between approximately 0.8 and 5 MeV.
Examples of simulations that reproduce the magnitude of
the experimental correlation function atEyA  160 and
120 MeV are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 4.
The parameters for these calculations are indicated in the
figure. The insets indicate the ranges oft andf that give
similarly good agreement with the data; to some extent,
smaller fractionsf of delayed particles can be compen-
sated by longer delay timest.

While the correlation functions are consistent with a de-
layed proton-emission component, its magnitude is uncer-
tain and not well determined by our schematic simulation
[21]. In order to assess whether the range of parameters
shown in the insets of Fig. 4 is compatible with statistical
expectations, we have performed calculations with the sta-
tistical codes firestreak [22] andFREESCO[23] to estimate

FIG. 4. Two-proton correlation functions (for low-momentum
cut) for central collisions of36Ar 1 45Sc at EyA  160 MeV
(top panel) and 120 MeV (bottom panel). Data are shown by
points; calculations are described in the text. The insets depict
the parameter ambiguity.
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sequential-decay contributions to the proton yield. Fo
single source containing 81 nucleons, usingrf  r0y8
andTf  8 MeV, the firestreak model predicts that abo
50% of the emitted protons come from resonances;
FREESCOprediction is slightly less than 20% [24]. Thi
range, from the insets of Fig. 4, is qualitatively consiste
with values oft between 50 and 200 fmyc, or widths be-
tween 1 and 4 MeV, which are typical of light resonanc
such as5Lip andap.

The successful reproduction of the experimental cor
lation function atEyA  80 MeV by BUU calculations,
without anad hocintroduction of resonances, may be du
to the predicted formation of a heavy residue, emitti
protons over a similar time scale. The observed agr
ment of QMD calculations with impact-parameter ave
aged data atEyA  200 MeV and the disagreement a
lower energy [10] may be coincidental because QM
does not properly contain the particle-unstable resonan
found to be important.

In summary, two-proton correlation functions we
measured for central36Ar 1 45Sc collisions at beam
energies of 80, 120, and 160 MeV per nucleon. F
the two higher beam energies, the BUU transport the
predicts too large correlations, i.e., proton emission fro
a more compact space-time geometry than obser
experimentally. This deficiency of the theory is likely du
to its inability to treat the population of particle unboun
resonances and their decay via delayed particle emiss
We conclude that proton (and hence nucleon) product
in medium-energy heavy-ion collisions is not yet we
understood theoretically.
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